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Capo on 4th

Bm  D                    G  
If somebody called your name
    Em                Bm
If somebody took the blame
  D                    G
Would you be just the same?
          G
Would you do it again?

        Bm               D
Doctor feel good, your desire
          G                   Em
Makes me feel good, takes me higher
        Bm                  D
Doctor feel good, you re a liar
         G                    G
In this mad world, you re the fire

Bm           D             G
Pull of the eye, be anyone, could be anyone
Em
You can be someone 
Bm           D             G
Pull of the eye, be anyone, could be anyone
G
You can be someone

Bm   D                   G
So, you make it feel so good
Em              Bm
Even if you pretend
D                   G
Make me believe I should
        G
Make me do it again



        Bm                D
Doctor feel good, your desire
          G                   Em
Makes me feel good, takes me higher
        Bm                  D
Doctor feel good, you re a liar
         G                     G
In this mad world, you re the fire

Bm           D             G                   
Pull of the eye, be anyone, could be anyone
Em
You can be someone
Bm           D             G
Pull of the eye, be anyone, could be anyone
G
You can be someone

F#m                      Bm
If somebody called your name
                       A
Would you be just the same
                    G
Make me believe I should
        Em
Make me do it again
 

Bm            D            G                       
Pull of the eye, be anyone, could be anyone
Em
You can be someone 
Bm           D             G
Pull of the eye, be anyone, could be anyone
G
You can be someone

        Bm                D
Doctor feel good, your desire
          G                   Em
Makes me feel good, takes me higher
        Bm                  D 
Doctor feel good, you re a liar
         G                     G 
In this mad world, you re the fire

        Bm                D
Doctor feel good, your desire
          G                   Em



Makes me feel good, takes me higher
        Bm                  D 
Doctor feel good, you re a liar
         G                     G 
In this mad world, you re the fire


